Everything you
need in one powerful
bulk bagging machine
With the StarAsept® bulk bag filler from Liqui-Box, you can lock in the quality of
your low-acid and high-acid aseptic products. Featuring the famously compact
footprint of Liqui-Box fillers, the StarAsept is specifically engineered to eliminate
the need for chemical sterilants, minimize oxygen penetration and streamline the
filling zone. Our proprietary fitments and film structures work seamlessly with
the StarAsept to deliver a complete bagging system that preserves your products
through the entire packaging, filling and distribution process.
Advanced
Sterilization

Reliable
Operation

Powerful
Rate of Fill

Secure
Design

The StarAsept’s patented sterilization
chamber provides a closed, aseptic
environment during the entire filling
process. Coupled with powerful steam
sterilization, the StarAsept reduces
utility costs and maintains fully sterile
fitments for your application.

As a leading tote-sized bag filler,
the StarAsept has years of proven
use with outstanding reliability that
maximizes production up-time.

The StarAsept fills up to 100
gallons (378.5 liters) per minute
and is capable of filling a range of
bags from 55 gallons (200 liters)
to 370 gallons (1,400 liters).*
A meticulously engineered loadcell filling management system
ensures a highly accurate fill for
your products each and every time.

The StarAsept filling system is
CE certified and meets all local
safety regulations.
* Numbers are average filling rates recorded
in various customer facilities. Actual rate
is dependent on operator dexterity, product
supply rate and bag size.

A system designed to
fulfill your business needs
Designed for aseptic bulk fill applications, the StarAsept delivers bestin-class sterilization, efficiency and reliability – helping to ensure your
products arrive at their final destination as safely and swiftly as possible.
Simple,
User-Friendly
Interface

Low Total
Cost of
Ownership

High
Business
Value

Fail-safe controls and userfriendly operation make the
StarAsept stand alone in the
aseptic bulk packaging arena.

Efficient sterilization combined
with reliability deliver savings to
your bulk filling process.

Suitable for vegetables, tomato
products, condiments, cheese
sauces, gravies, syrups, juices
and many other liquid foods,
the StarAsept safely packages
products while ensuring reliable,
low-cost production.
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The aseptic processing and packaging
solution from which all good things flow
At Liqui-Box, we’re committed to creating impenetrable partnerships with our customers
through liquid packaging solutions that protect products, investments and the planet.
Contact your Liqui-Box representative or email info@liquibox.com to begin a trial, and
take the first step toward best-in-class preservation of your products.
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